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Abstract
Document-level event extraction (DEE) is in-001
dispensable when events are naturally de-002
scribed in the form of a document. Although003
previous methods have made great success004
on DEE, they are limited by two bottlenecks:005
losing focus and losing the connection. In006
this paper, to break through the above bot-007
tlenecks, we annotated a new dataset, named008
WIKIEVENT++, towards focused and con-009
nected DEE. Besides, we propose two differ-010
ent models to approach this task: the extractive011
model and the generative model. Experimen-012
tal results verify the effectiveness of our pro-013
posed methods. We further present a promis-014
ing case study to explore the performance bot-015
tleneck for this task. Data and code will be016
released at http://anonymized to advance017
the research on document-level event extrac-018
tion.019

1 Introduction020

Event extraction (EE) aims to identify instantiated021

events, which include triggers with pre-defined022

types and their corresponding arguments, from nar-023

rative texts (Grishman et al., 2005). Previous stud-024

ies (Chen et al., 2015; Nguyen et al., 2016; Yang025

and Mitchell, 2016; Chen et al., 2017; Huang et al.,026

2018; Yang et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2020) focused on027

the sentence-level EE. Benefiting from introducing028

neural network models and pre-trained language029

models for EE, these studies have achieved great030

success.031

However, an event often goes beyond the032

sentence boundaries. As a result, extract-033

ing events from a single sentence will cause034

incomplete and uninformative event informa-035

tion (Li et al., 2021). For example, as shown036

in Figure 1, the “Attacker” role of the037

“Conflict.Attack.DetonateExplode”038

event is “the Taliban” in S1, while its039

trigger is “explosion” in S3. In such a case,040

cross-sentence argument extraction is needed.041

Otherwise, some extracted arguments with the 042

pronoun form (e.g. “they” in S4) will result in 043

uninformative extraction. To solve such problem, 044

Du and Cardie (2020a) and Du et al. (2020) 045

focused on the document-level event role filling 046

based on the MUC-4 dataset (Grishman and 047

Sundheim, 1996). Ebner et al. (2020); Zhang 048

et al. (2020) and Wei et al. (2021) made efforts on 049

the implicit crossing-sentence arguments linking 050

task based on the RAMS dataset (Ebner et al., 051

2020). Li et al. (2021) proposed a conditional 052

generation model for document-level event 053

argument extraction and achieve star-of-the-art 054

results on the WIKIEVENTS (Li et al., 2021) 055

dataset. 056

Although these studies have made great 057

contributions to document-level event extraction 058

(DEE), current methods still have two limitations: 059

losing the focus and losing the connection. In 060

detail, there usually are core events with other 061

peripheral events in a document (Choubey et al., 062

2018; Hamborg et al., 2019). Compared with 063

peripheral events, core events can provide key 064

information of the document (Liu et al., 2018). As 065

the example shown in Figure 1, the core events are 066

“Conflict.Attack.DetonateExplode” 067

triggered by “explosion” and “Life.Die” 068

triggered by “killed”. And there is a peripheral 069

event “Conflict.Attack.Unspecified” 070

triggered by “shot”. However, current event 071

extraction methods treat core events and peripheral 072

events equally and fail to figure out the core 073

events. As a result, the major event information 074

in a document will be missed or polluted. We 075

call this problem as losing the focus. Secondly, 076

some events described in a document can refer 077

to the same real-world event. As shown in the 078

running example, “Life.Die" events triggered 079

by “killed” in the S1 and S2 are coreferential 080

events. Meanwhile, their arguments “More 081

than 100 members” and “126 people” 082
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Figure 1: The given article mainly describes a “Conflict.Attack.DetonateExplode” event triggered
by “explosion” and a “Life.Die” event triggered by “Killed”. Words in blue represent arguments and
words in red are triggers. The solid line denotes an entity plays in a role in an event and the dotted line indicates
event/entity coreference relationships.

are coreferential entities. However, current event083

extraction methods extracted such connected084

events separately and fail to merge the coreferential085

events and coreferential entities, which is called086

losing the connection.087

In this paper, we make the following efforts on088

the aforementioned issues and try to achieve fo-089

cused and connected document-level event extrac-090

tion. First, we construct a new document-level091

event extraction dataset, named WIKIEVENTS++,092

since the current existing datasets do not support093

this DEE task. Specifically, we annotate all occur-094

rences of event coreference and core event anno-095

tation upon the WIKIEVENTS dataset (Li et al.,096

2021). Totally, we annotate 2,861 event clusters097

and 372 core events from 3,951 instantiated events098

in 246 documents. Besides, to accommodate the099

event extraction evaluation at the document level,100

we introduce new evaluation metrics, which con-101

sider the event clusters and entity clusters.102

Second, to extract the core events in a document103

and build the connection between events, we ap-104

proach the DEE task in two different manners: ex-105

tractive model and generative model. In detail, the106

extractive model consists of a series of span extrac-107

tion modules (entity extraction and event detection),108

pairwise classification modules (entity coreference,109

event coreference and event role identification) and110

core event detection. To obtain richer represen-111

tations, we train the extractive model in a multi-112

task learning manner. Furthermore, we explore113

a generative model, based on the seq2seq frame-114

work (Sutskever et al., 2014). Compared with the115

extractive model, the proposed generative model116

does not require multiple pipe-lined operations for 117

DEE, like entity/trigger extraction and entity/event 118

coreference resolution, etc. As a result, the error 119

propagation in the extractive model would be allevi- 120

ated. Experimental results on the proposed dataset, 121

WIKIEVENTS++, verify the effectiveness of our 122

proposed methods. 123

The major contributions of this paper can be 124

summarized as follows: 125

• We investigate the focused and connected 126

document-level event extraction, which is un- 127

explored before. For this task, we build a new 128

DEE dataset, named WIKIEVENTS++. 129

• We propose two different ways: extractive 130

model and generative model on this challeng- 131

ing task. The experimental results verify the 132

effectiveness of the proposed two models on 133

document-level reasoning and also explore the 134

performance bottleneck of this task. 135

2 Related Work 136

2.1 Sentence-level Event Extraction 137

In recent years, most studies in event extraction 138

focus on the sentence-level and achieves great suc- 139

cess based on deep learning solutions (Chen et al., 140

2015; Nguyen et al., 2016; Yang et al., 2019; Chan 141

et al., 2019; Yang et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2020). 142

These studies are mainly based on the benchmark 143

dataset, ACE 2005 (Doddington et al., 2004), a 144

large-scale dataset with complete event annotation. 145

In the ACE formulation, event extraction consists 146
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Dataset #Doc #EventType #ArgType DocLevel Trigger EntityCoref EventCoref CoreEvent
ACE 2005 (Doddington et al., 2004) 599 33 35 % X X X %

KBP 2017 (Getman et al., 2017) 167 18 20 % X % X %

MUC-4 (Grishman and Sundheim, 1996) 1700 5 5 X % % % %

ChiFinAnn (Zheng et al., 2019) 32040 5 35 X % % % %

RAMS (Ebner et al., 2020) 9124 139 65 X X % % %

WIKIEVENTS (Li et al., 2021) 246 50 59 X X X % %
WIKIEVENTS++ (Ours) 246 50 59 X X X X X

Table 1: A comparison between WIKIEVENTS++ and other existing widely-used EE datasets. “#Doc” indicates
the number of annotated documents, “#EventType” denotes the number of event types, and “#RoleType” represents
the number of event role types. Meanwhile, “DocLevel” denotes the event is described in a document-level or
not, “Trigger” indicates including trigger annotation or not, “EntityCoref” denotes including entity coreference
annotation or not, “EventCoref” represents including event coreference annotation or not, and “CoreEvent” denotes
including core events annotation or not.

of two main subtasks: event detection (identify trig-147

gers with specific event types) and event argument148

extraction (identify the arguments the role types).149

2.2 Document-level Event Extraction150

As real-world events are often described across151

multiple sentences in a document, DEE is essen-152

tial for event semantic understanding. The earli-153

est DEE work can be traced back to the release154

of the MUC-4 datasets(muc, 1992), in which a155

document-level event role filler extraction task is156

defined. Recent studies explore this task by manu-157

ally designing linguistic features (Patwardhan and158

Riloff, 2009; Huang and Riloff, 2011, 2012) or neu-159

ral contextual representation (Chen et al., 2020; Du160

et al., 2020; Du and Cardie, 2020a). To investigate161

the arguments-scattering and multi-events in DEE,162

Zheng et al. (2019) release a large-scale document-163

level event extraction dataset, named Chinese finan-164

cial announcements (ChFinAnn), and model DEE165

as an event table filling task. Following this setting,166

Zheng et al. (2019) propose Doc2EDAG, a directed167

acyclic graphs generation with entity-based path168

expanding. Xu et al. (2021) propose GIT, a graph169

neural network for entity encoding and a global170

memory mechanism for event decoding. Yang171

et al. (2021b) propose DE-PPN, a multi-granularity172

non-autoregressive decoder for multi-events gen-173

eration. Although these methods achieved great174

success, they are still limited to the DEE in specific175

fields and a no-trigger formulation.176

To explore the general field of document-level177

EE, Ebner et al. (2020) published the RAMS178

dataset, which annotated the triggers and its corre-179

sponding cross-sentences arguments within a five-180

sentence window. A two-step approach (Zhang181

et al., 2020) is proposed for argument linking by182

detecting implicit argument across sentences. Yang 183

et al. (2021a) propose an event-aware hierarchical 184

encoder for multi-sentence argument linking. Li 185

et al. (2021) extend this task and compile a new 186

benchmark dataset WIKIEVENTS which annotate 187

cross-sentences arguments with informative men- 188

tions from Wikipedia articles. Then, Li et al. 189

(2021) propose a conditional generation method 190

for document-level informative arguments extrac- 191

tion. Although these studies make great success on 192

DEE, they have two major limitations: losing focus 193

and losing the connections. In this paper, we inves- 194

tigate the focused and connected document-level 195

event extraction. 196

3 Datasets 197

3.1 Dataset Construction 198

To achieve focused and connected DEE, we an- 199

notate a new dataset, named WIKIEVENTS++. 200

Specifically, we aim to build such a dataset not 201

only containing event mention annotation (trigger 202

and arguments), but also including core events and 203

event coreference annotations. Since many current 204

existing EE datasets have provided event mention 205

annotations, we choose WIKIEVENTS (Li et al., 206

2021) as our base dataset and further annotated 207

event coreference and core events. Annotators are 208

asked to annotate coreferential event mentions to 209

form event clusters and then identify the core events 210

from these clusters. Note that the core events are 211

usually mentioned many times in the document. 212

Each document is annotated by two annotators in- 213

dependently. Once the annotation results are in- 214

consistent, a third one will be involved for final 215

annotation to ensure the consistency of annotation 216

results. We used the BRAT (Stenetorp et al., 2012) 217

interface for online annotation. 218
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#Doc #Event #EventCluster #CoreEvent
Train 206 15.73 11.40 1.54
Dev 20 17.25 11.80 1.20
Test 20 18.25 13.75 1.45

Table 2: Statistics for the WIKIEVENTS++ dataset.
“#Doc” denotes the number of documents. “#Event”
denotes the average number of events in a document.
“#EventCluster” denotes the average number of event
clusters in a document. “#CoreEvent” denotes the aver-
age number of core events in a document.

3.2 Dataset Comparison219

We compare WIKIEVENTS++ with several widely220

used event extraction dataset in Table 1. ACE221

2005 (Doddington et al., 2004) is the most widely222

used sentence-level EE dataset with complete223

event annotation. KBP 2017 (Getman et al.,224

2017) is a sentence-level EE dataset released by225

Text Analysis Conference. MUC-4 (Grishman226

and Sundheim, 1996) is constructed with a fixed227

set of event types and associated five role types.228

ChFinAnn (Zheng et al., 2019) is a large-scale229

document-level event extraction dataset based on230

the Chinese financial announcements with five fi-231

nancial event types. The Roles Across Multiple232

Sentences (RAMS) (Ebner et al., 2020) make argu-233

ment annotation in a five-sentence window around234

trigger words. WIKIEVENTS (Li et al., 2021)235

annotate cross-sentences arguments with informa-236

tive mentions from Wikipedia articles. From Ta-237

ble 1, we can observe that the proposed dataset,238

WIKIEVENTS++, includes the most complete an-239

notation for exploring the DEE task.240

3.3 Dataset Stastics241

The detailed statistics of the WIKIEVENTS++242

dataset are presented in Table 6. We can observe243

that documents in the WIKIEVENTS dataset usu-244

ally contain multiple granular events. These in-245

stantiated events form multiple event chains and246

revolve around a few core events.247

4 Methodology248

We formulate the task of focused and connected249

DEE in two different manners: extractive model250

and generative model. The extractive model con-251

sists of a series of modules, which are organized in252

a multi-task learning framework. The generative253

model frames this task as core events generation254

under an encoder-decoder learning paradigm.255

In this section, we first present the formalization 256

of the proposed DEE task. Then, we introduce 257

the proposed extractive model for this DEE task. 258

Finally, we describe the proposed end-to-end gen- 259

erative model. 260

4.1 Task definition 261

Given an input document comprised of Nc tokens 262

D = {ci}Nc
i=1, where Nc is the number of tokens in 263

the document, the DEE task aims to extract core 264

events where each event contains arguments with 265

specific role types. For the extractive paradigm, 266

there are some important subtasks typically includ- 267

ing: Entity Extraction, which seeks to identify 268

entities with pre-defined entity types from the doc- 269

ument D; Event Detection, which is a task to 270

identify event triggers with pre-defined event types 271

from the document D; Event Argument Extrac- 272

tion, which aims to identify the arguments of an 273

event and classify the roles that those arguments 274

play; Entity Coreference, which is a task to re- 275

solve all mentions in the document D that refer 276

to the same real-world entity; Event Coreference, 277

whose goal is to determine which event mentions in 278

the document D refer to the same real-world event; 279

and Core Event Detection, which is a task to find 280

events that are most relevant to the main content of 281

the document D. 282

4.2 Extractive Model 283

Figure 2 illustrates the workflow of the proposed 284

extractive model for focused and connected DEE, 285

which consists of three key modules: span extrac- 286

tion, pairwise classification and core event detec- 287

tion. 288

4.2.1 Encoding 289

Given a document D = {ci}Nc
i=1 with Nc tokens, 290

these tokens are first projected to the continuous 291

vector space by using the pretrained word embed- 292

ding. Then, word embeddings of these tokens, 293

[w1,w2, . . . ,wNc ], are fed into an encoder to ob- 294

tain the contextualized representations. In this 295

paper, we adopt the Transformer (Vaswani et al., 296

2017) as the primary context encoder. 297

4.2.2 Span Extraction 298

Following Shi and Lin (2019), we model the en- 299

tity extraction and the event detection as typical 300

sequence tagging tasks, which identify the start- 301

ing and ending position of each trigger or entity 302

with their specific types. Through span extraction, 303
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Figure 2: The workflow of the proposed extractive
model for DEE.

we can obtain extracted triggers T = {ti}Nt
i=1 and304

entities E = {ei}Ne
e=1.305

4.2.3 Global-Aware Interaction306

To dynamically capture the interaction among307

all extracted spans (triggers and entities), follow-308

ing Zheng et al. (2019), we employ a Transformer309

model as the global-aware encoder. Specifically,310

given an extracted entity ei with its span covering311

j-th to k-th tokens, we conduct a max-pooling op-312

eration over these token-level embedding to get the313

local embedding he
i ∈ Rd. Similar operation is314

also conduct on the triggers and we can get the i-th315

trigger representation ht
i ∈ Rd. Then, we assemble316

entity type information and event type information317

with these extracted entities and triggers, respec-318

tively, and these assembled representations are fed319

into the global-aware encoder to facilitate the in-320

teraction between them. Note that, to inform the321

sentence order, we add the extracted entity and322

trigger representations with sentence-level position323

embeddings before feeding them into the global-324

aware encoder.325

4.2.4 Pairwise Classification326

There are three different relationships among these327

extracted entities and triggers: entity coreference328

(entity-entity), event coreference (trigger-trigger)329

and role identification (trigger-entity). To identify330

these relationships, we model these candidate pairs331

in a unified framework. For the role identification,332

given the global-aware i-th trigger representation333

ht
i and j-th entity representation he

j , we follow Yu334

et al. (2020) and build the pairwise representation335

as:336

Ri,j = [ht
i;h

e
j ;h

t
i � he

j ] (1)337

where � denotes element-wise multiplication.338

Then, the pairwise representation R(i, j) is fed339

into a feed-forward networks (FFN) for event role340

identification. Concretely, the predicted role type341

can be obtained by: 342

prole
i,j = softmax(Ri,jWrole) (2) 343

where Wrole ∈ Rd×Nrole+1 is learnable parame- 344

ters, and Nrole is the number of predefined roles. 345

Similarly, given the entity-entity pairs or trigger- 346

trigger pairs, the entity coreference or event coref- 347

erence prediction can be obtained by: 348

pcoref
i,j = softmax(Ri,jWcoref ) (3) 349

where Wcoref ∈ Rd×2. 350

4.2.5 Core Event Detection 351

To build the focused DEE system, core event detec- 352

tion is essential. For each extracted event, we use 353

an FFN as the score function to detect core event, 354

which can be denoted as: 355

pcore
i = softmax(ht

iWcore) (4) 356

where Wcore ∈ Rd×2 is learnable parameters. 357

4.2.6 Multi-Task Training 358

We train the extractive model is in a manner of 359

multi-task learning. We hypothesize that joint 360

learning these tasks can result in richer representa- 361

tions and better performance. 362

L = lsp + lcoref + lrole + lcore (5) 363

where lsp, lcoref , lrole and lcore denotes the loss of 364

span extraction, coreference relationship classifi- 365

cation, role identification and core event detection, 366

respectively. 367

During training, we utilize both ground-truth en- 368

tities and triggers for pairwise classification. While 369

at inference, our model identifies entity and trig- 370

ger firstly and then classifies the relationship for 371

each pair. This gap between training and inference 372

will cause error-propagation problems. To miti- 373

gate such a problem, we leverage the scheduled 374

sampling (Bengio et al., 2015) for training. 375

4.3 Generative Model 376

We introduce an end-to-end generative model by 377

transferring the extraction of core events into a se- 378

quence prediction, which is shown in Figure 3. Our 379

generative model is based on an encoder-decoder 380

pre-trained language model, BART (Lewis et al., 381

2020), which can generate a sequence given an 382

input context. Specifically, a Transformer-based di- 383

rectional encoder is used to learn the feature for the 384
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Figure 3: The overview of the generative model for
DEE.

input D, a Transformer-based left-to-right decoder385

is used for generating tokens. Specifically, take386

the “Life.Die” type event as example, given the387

input document D, the expected output is based388

on the following templete: “ <Role:Victim>389

died at <Role:Place> place killed390

by <Role:Killer>” where “<Role>” is the391

placeholder filled by ground truth arguments. In392

the case where there are multiple core events393

in a document, we connect the sequence with394

a semicolon. During training, the generative395

model is trained by minimizing the negative396

loglikelihood of the generated sequence and397

ground truth sequence. During inference, we398

can get the sequential event by the generative399

process and finally obtain the structured events by400

post-processing.401

5 Experiments and Analysis402

In this section, we carry out experiments with the403

aim of answering the following research questions:404

1. How well do our proposed models perform,405

in comparison with the baselines?406

2. How does each module perform and each de-407

sign work in the extractive model?408

3. What is the performance bottleneck of the pro-409

posed extractive model and generative model.410

In the remainder of this section, we describe base-411

lines, evaluation metrics and experimental settings.412

5.1 Baselines and Model Variations413

For extracting the core events with informative ar-414

guments from a document, we adopt the baseline415

models as follows: Seq (Shi and Lin, 2019), which416

introduces a BERT-based BIO-styled sequence la-417

beling model for argument identification. QA (Du418

and Cardie, 2020b), which is a QA-based model for419

document-level event argument extraction. To in-420

vestigate the impact of input sentence length on per-421

formance, we adopt sentence-level encoder (short422

for “Sent”) and document-level encoder (short for 423

“Doc”), respectively, for these baseline models and 424

our extractive model. 425

5.2 Evaluation Metrics 426

Supported by different datasets, there are differ- 427

ent evaluation criteria for the task of DEE. In this 428

work, we define the task of DEE as extracting core 429

events with connection in a document. We evaluate 430

the document-level core events extraction in two 431

metrics: coreferential mention F1 (Coref F1) and 432

informative mention F1 (Infor F1). For the Coref 433

F1, we consider an argument span in an extracted 434

core event to be correct if the extracted argument 435

is coreferential with the gold-standard argument as 436

used in (Ji and Grishman, 2008). For the Infor F1, 437

we consider an argument span to be correct if the 438

extracted argument is the most informative mention 439

in the entire document (Li et al., 2021). To con- 440

sider the connection (entity coreference and event 441

coreference) in the extractive model, we follow 442

(Huang and Peng, 2021) and introduce two metrics: 443

DocTri and DocArg. DocTri is used to evaluate 444

the event clusters which contain coreference events 445

with trigger span and event types. DocArg is used 446

to evaluate the argument clusters which contain 447

arguments with spans, role types and entity corefer- 448

ence. Details of the evaluation metric are presented 449

in the Appendix. 450

5.3 Implementation Details 451

For the extractive model and baselines, we adopt 452

roberta-large (Liu et al., 2019), a transformer-based 453

pretrained language model, as the encoder. For 454

the sentence-level encoder, we set the maximum 455

length of sentences as 128. For the document-level 456

encoder, we set the maximum length of the input 457

context to 512 while the sliding window is used for 458

splitting the document if the context length exceeds 459

512. For the generative model, we adopt BART- 460

large (Lewis et al., 2020) as the encoder-decoder 461

language model for generation. During training, 462

we employ the AdamW optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 463

2014) with the learning rate 2e-5 for training 50 464

epochs and pick the best parameters by the valida- 465

tion score on the development set. 466

5.4 Main Results 467

We test our model on the test set of 468

WIKIEVENTS++, the golden informative 469

arguments are denoted as the target prediction 470

for the Seq and QA baselines. Table 3 shows 471
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Models Coref Infor
Prec. Rec. F1 Prec. Rec. F1

Seq-Sent 52.06 24.40 33.22 44.55 11.84 18.70
Seq-Doc 56.31 28.02 37.42 43.40 14.42 21.65
QA-Sent 38.44 26.00 31.02 51.81 10.39 17.30
QA-Doc 57.07 26.46 36.16 51.85 13.27 21.13

Extractive-Sent (Ours) 49.78 27.29 35.26 30.93 16.85 21.82
Extractive-Doc (Ours) 46.77 32.58 38.41 54.81 17.87 26.96

BART-Gen (Ours) 56.64 30.92 40.00 35.71 22.73 27.78

Table 3: Overall precision (P), recall (R) and F1 scores (F1) evaluated under document-level metrics (Coref F1 and
Infor F1) for core events extraction on the WIKIEVENTS++ test set.

Models
Entity-C Tri-C DocTri DocArg

Prec. Rec. F1 Prec. Rec. F1 Prec. Rec. F1 Prec. Rec. F1

Extractive-Sent 82.34 80.46 81.39 60.20 45.66 51.93 59.49 32.55 42.08 38.44 26.00 31.02
Extractive-Doc 84.62 80.86 82.70 64.74 46.42 54.07 60.48 38.11 46.76 33.87 33.60 33.74

Table 4: Results of each module in the extractive model on the WIKIEVENTS++ test set.

the comparison between our model and baseline472

methods under the Coref F1 and Infor F1 evalu-473

ation metrics. From the results, we can observe474

that: (1) Extracting informative arguments of core475

events from a document is extremely challenging476

as the extraction performance of all models477

drops significantly. We suspect that the inferior478

performance is due to the following reasons:479

Firstly, handling the long context is extremely480

challenge 1 which asks for the model’s ability to481

capture the long-distance dependency among spans482

in a context. Secondly, extracting core events with483

their arguments is extremely challenge2 which484

needs document-level relational reasoning among a485

multitude of candidate events and entities. (2) The486

generative model achieves the best performance487

on both two evaluation metrics. The performance488

indicates that the encoder-decoder generative489

framework for DEE is more effective. (3) For the490

extractive model and baselines, the model based491

on the document-level encoder performs better492

than that based on the sentence-level encoder,493

which indicates the importance of document-level494

modeling for the DEE task.495

5.5 Performance of Each Module496

For exploring the performance bottleneck for the497

extractive model, we test the performance for each498

module in the extractive model. The results are499

1Average 793 tokens per document.
2Average 17 events per document.

shown in Table 4. Note that Entity-C, Tri-C means 500

the classification evaluation for entity extraction 501

and event detection, respectively. DocTri and Do- 502

cArg are the document-level metrics, which can 503

evaluate our extractive DEE model on event coref- 504

erence clusters and argument coreference clusters, 505

respectively. From the results, we can observe that 506

the F1-score of entity extraction and event detec- 507

tion on the WIKIEVENTS++ dataset achieve an ac- 508

ceptable performance. Note that the best F1 score 509

for the entity extraction and event detection under 510

the ACE 2005 datasets are around 90.3 and 75.2, 511

respectively (Lin et al., 2020). We suspect that this 512

gap is due to the scale of training data. Besides, 513

we find that the inferior performance under the 514

DocTri and DocArg evaluation and we conjecture 515

that entity coreference and event coreference are 516

extremely challenging tasks. Therefore, modeling 517

entity-entity, event-event and event-entity pairwise 518

dependencies may be the main bottleneck of the 519

proposed extractive model. 520

5.6 Ablation Studies 521

In this section, to verify the effectiveness of each 522

design of our proposed extractive model, we con- 523

duct ablation studies that are evaluated on the 524

test set of the WIKIEVENTS++ dataset: (1) - 525

MultiLearn, which means that replace the multi- 526

task learning with a pipline-based formulation. (2) 527

-GlobalInter indicates removing the Transformer- 528

based global interaction layer. (3) -SchSamp, 529
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Legend

Ground Truth

Generative Result

Extractive Result

More than 100 members of the Afghan security were killed by the Taliban inside a military
compound in central Maidan Wardak province on Monday…

We have information that 126 people have been killed in the explosion inside the military 
training center, eight special commandoes are among the dead, …

The official said the assault began on Monday morning when they rammed a car full 
explosives through a military checkpoint and detonated the vehicle inside the campus of the 
National Directorate of Security (NDS) …

Two gunmen entered the campus right after the explosion and shot at many Afghan 
soldiers…

The Taliban detonated or exploded explosives and explosive device using  <arg>  to attack  
<arg>  target at training center place. 126 people died killed by the Taliban.

explosion

explosives campus

Killed 

the Taliban 126 peoplemilitary training center

trigger argumentRole

Event coreference :

Entity coreference :

Victim Plcae

Target

Killed 

The Taliban 126 people

explosion

Afghan soldiersmilitary training center

Event :

Victim Killer

𝑺𝟏:

𝑺𝟑:

𝑺𝟒:

𝑺𝟔:

Figure 4: A case studies to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed extractive model and generative model.

Models Coref F1 Infor F1

Extractive 38.41 26.96

-MultiLearn -1.76 -1.81
-GlobalInter -0.75 -0.48

-SchSamp -2.23 -2.07

Table 5: Evaluation of ablation studies on the extractive
model variants.

which indicates dropping the scheduled sampling530

strategy during training. The results are shown531

in Table 5 and we can observe that: (1) Multi-task532

learning can be benefit from joint learning for entity533

extraction, event extraction and pairwise classifica-534

tion, and we conjecture that multi-task learning can535

result in richer representation. (2) The introduction536

of the global-aware interaction can promote the537

interaction among triggers and entities, which con-538

tributes +0.62. (3) The scheduled sampling strat-539

egy, which alleviates the mismatch of entities and540

triggers for pairwise classification between training541

and inference, contributes greatly and improves the542

results by 2.15 F1 scores on average.543

5.7 Case Studies544

To visually show the effectiveness of the introduced545

two different solutions, we conduct case studies to546

compare the results of the extractive model and the547

generative model. As shown in Figure 4, we have548

the following observations: (1) With the extrac-549

tive solution, we can get a detailed process of how550

to extract core events with informative arguments551

from a document. Firstly, the extraction model will 552

predict a series of entities (color in blue) and trig- 553

gers (color in orange) with their types. Then the 554

extractive model connects events and arguments 555

by event coreference and entity coreference. Fur- 556

thermore, by core event detection, the model can 557

filter out secondary events (i.e., the events triggered 558

by “entered” and “shot”) and result core struc- 559

tured events. (2) With the generative solution, we 560

can get a core events description in a sequence for- 561

mulation which can translate into structured events. 562

(3) From the comparison of prediction results from 563

the extractive model and the generative model, we 564

can observe that the generative model performs 565

better. 566

6 Conclusion and Future Work 567

In this paper, we explore focused and con- 568

nected document-level event extraction. To 569

achieve this, we annotate a new dataset, named 570

WIKIEVENTS++, and introduce document-level 571

evaluation metrics. Furthermore, we address this 572

challenging task in two different manners and var- 573

ious experiments verify the effectiveness of the 574

proposed methods. In this paper, we only focus 575

on the entity coreference and event coreference to 576

connect the events. But there are other connections 577

between events, such as subevent relations, tem- 578

poral relations and causal relations. In our future 579

work, we will devote to exploring these connec- 580

tions to advance the study on document-level event 581

extraction. 582
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A Appendix840

In the appendix, we incorporate the following de-841

tails that are omitted in the main body due to the842

space limit.843

• Section A.1 introduce the Hungarian Algo-844

rithm.845

• Section A.2 show the hyper-parameter setting.846

A.1 Evaluation for DEE847

For considering event coreference and entity coref-848

erence during document-level evaluation for EE,849

we introduce two metrics: DocTri and DocArg.850

A.1.1 DocTri and DocArg851

DocTri considers trigger span with position, event852

type, and event coreference. Triggers in the same853

event coreference chain are clustered together. To854

match the predicted event clusters and the gold855

clusters, we adopt Kuhn–Munkres algorithm to856

get the optimal mapping. Then, according to the857

mapping results, we can calculate the Precision 858

(P), Recall (R), and F1-measure (F1-score) for the 859

matching and unmatched clusters. Similarly, Doc- 860

Tri considers argument span with position, role 861

type, and entity coreference. Arguments in the 862

same entity coreference chain are clustered to- 863

gether. Kuhn–Munkres algorithm is adopted to 864

get the optimal mapping. 865

A.1.2 Kuhn-Munkres Algorithm 866

The Kuhn-Munkres Algorithm is a combinatorial 867

optimization algorithm that solves the linear sum 868

assignment problem. The linear sum assignment 869

problem is also known as minimum weight match- 870

ing in bipartite graphs. A problem instance is de- 871

scribed by a matrix C, where each C[i,j] is the 872

cost of matching vertex i of the first partite set and 873

vertex j of the second set. The goal is to find a 874

complete assignment of workers to jobs of minimal 875

cost. 876

Formally, let X be a boolean matrix where 877

X[i, j] = 1 iff row i is assigned to column j. Ci,j 878

is the cost matrix of the bipartite graph. Then the 879

optimal assignment has cost: 880

min
∑
i

∑
j

Ci,jXi,j (6) 881

s.t. each row is assignment to at most one column, 882

and each column to at most one row. 883

A.2 Hyper-parameter setting 884

Hyper-parameter Value
Base encoder Roberta-large

Base encoder-decoder BART-large
Max sequence length for document 512
Max sequence length for sentence 128

Embedding size 1024
Hidden size 1024

Tagging scheme BIO (Begin, Inside, Other)
Layers of Global Transformer 4

Optimizer AdamW
Learning rate for Seq model 2e−5

Learning rate for QA model 2e−5

Learning rate for extractive model 2e−5

Learning rate for generative model 1e−5

Batch size 8
Dropout 0.1

Training epoch 50

Table 6: The hyper-parameter setting.
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